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INTRODUCTION

The plasmas having active atoms or atomic groups are

attributed for the production of some special materials. Plasma

enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) method is to

deposit the compound film on the low-temperature substrate

in plasmas yielded by gaseous discharges. When applies the

high electric voltage to the vessel with low gas pressure, few

electrons existing in the gas will be easily accelerated to high

speed by the electric field, due to its longer mean free path

and higher speed electrons losing its energy by colliding with

the neutral atom or the molecule. These particles are chemically

active, may produce new particles and finally can participate

in chemical reaction. The new produced electrons continually

are accelerated and collided, which ionize the gas rapidly and

form the plasmas eventually. Under the plasmas with the condi-

tion of low temperature, the film will grow up on the non-

thermally substrate with fewer damage and reaction. Because

of these processing merits, we may expect that PECVD method

in the micro electron industrial application has a good prospect

in future1-3.

The transparent conductive film is one kind of film material,

which have the advanced performances with electric conduction
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and optic transmittance in the scope of visible light. Metal

like Au, Ag, Pt, Cu, Rh, Pd, Al, Cr, etc. when forms the thin

film with the thickness from 3 to 15 nm, also has visible light

permeation in some degree and is applied as the transparent

electrode in history4. However, due to the metallic film too

strong to light absorption, some degree of weak hardness and

its bad stability, hence the transparent conductive films, like

oxide, nitride, fluoride are produced to instead of the metallic

film. Recently, the transparent conducting oxides (i.e., TCO)

constituted by metal oxides have already occupied the dominant

position in its application domain, even this industrial demands

have expanded unceasingly in recent years.

Therefore, the research on AZO (ZnO:Al) film has become

hotly in TCO domain recently. For example, the fabrication

of the magnetron sputtering method has its merits of large

area preparation with high doping rate1, which is still the most

widespread preparation technology for AZO film. The process

based on sol-gel law does not need the vacuum condition, then

many researchers5,6 have prepared AZO film with this method.

The pulsed laser sedimentation may accurately control the

quantity of the chemistry ingredient, which is easy to realize

the multilayered film growth. There are many others methods,

namely, vacuum evaporation, chemical vapour deposition and



others4, which has been used to produce AZO film differently.

In our previous report7, we had already carried on the research

about the film electro-optic performance, the film crystal

structure, the film growth factor and the crystal ingredient.

Here, we will further discuss the electro-optical property of

the proposed AZO films influenced by substrate materials and

annealing treatments.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Influence for the film surface appearance: Fig. 1(a, b)

are the AZO film surface appearance image depositing on glass

substrate and Si substrate. As shown in graph, we can found

that the AZO film appearance on the two diffenrent kinds of

substrate is similar and the difference of the crystal grain is

little. AZO film on Si substrate is more compact and evener

and its surface is smoother, but the film on glass substrate

appears the flaw. This indicated that polishing the surface of

the Si unit crystal is to be more advantageous in the AZO film

growth compared with the amorphous state of the glass surface.

Therefore, the glass substrate with smooth surface and fewer

impurities should be used.

Fig. 1. FSEM image amplified by 80000 times: (a) glass substrate and (b)

Si substrate

Influence for the film crystal structure: Compared with

the XRD diagram of the AZO film on glass and Si substrate

shown in Fig. 2(a, b), respectively. Although the structure of

the substrate material is different, the structure of the AZO

film is actually very close, the only difference is that the diff-

raction peak of the AZO film deposited on the glass substrate

is intricate and which indicated that the monocrystalline silicon

favours the AZO film growth in preferential crystal face.
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Fig. 2. XRD diagram: (a) glass substrate and (b) Si substrate

Influence of the doping quantity for the conductivity:

The AZO film has two kinds of electric conduction mecha-

nisms, namely the intrinsic donor and the external donor. The

intrinsic donors present the Zn atom gap and the O vacancy

and the external donor is Al ion displacement, as shown in

following:
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Namely, under the perfect condition, each Al ion displace-

ment provides one conduction electron and each O vacancy
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provides two conduction electrons. When the doping quantity

increases from 1 to 3 %, the film resistivity reduces largely

with lowest square electronic resistivity 89 Ω/%7.

Influence for the film crystal structure: Fig. 3(a, b) are

the XRD diagram of the AZO film under the deposition tempe-

rature 200 ºC for annealing before and after, respectively. After

annealing 1 h in air with 500 ºC, the characteristics peak of

the AZO film becomes remarkable and the half peak width

(002) with 0.6298º, (110) with 0.4723º and (100) with 0.4723º

are smaller than before annealing. It is obviously that after

annealing the AZO film crystallization improves under the low

temperature depositing.
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Fig. 3. XRD diagram: (a) before annealing and (b) after annealing

Fig. 4(a, b) are the XRD diagram of the AZO film under

the deposition temperature 400 ºC for annealing before and

after, respectively. After annealing 1 h in air with 500 ºC, the

characteristics peak of the AZO film also becomes remarkable

but the change of crystal structure is very weak. That may be

because the deposition temperature with 400 ºC is close to the

annealing temperature with 500 ºC.

Influence for the film optics performance: As shown in

Fig. 5, the film optical transmissibility elevates to 85 % after

annealing with 500 ºC in atmosphere for 1 h. It is because that

the change of the film crystal structure causes the corresponding
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Fig. 4. XRD diagram: (a) before annealing and (b) after annealing
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Fig. 5. Transmissivity diagram under the annealing temperature with 500

ºC in air

change of the optical band gap. Unfortunately, we also found

the film square resistance increasing synchronously. That may

be because the increasing oxygen contents in the AZO film
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causes the density of the current carrier reducing after

annealing in air. Aghamalyan et al.8 have found that after

annealing in vacuum the light transmissibility of the AZO film

enhances and the square resistance reduces.

Conclusion

We have carried out the experiments for examining the

influence of the performance of AZO film like affecting factor,

namely, the substrate material and the annealing treatment.

The ZnO film with some degree of Al doping have caused

film performance changes in the electricity, optics, structure

and surface appearance. The doping quantity obviously affects

the film electricity performance: (1) the AZO film has its lowest

square resistance at the doping quantity 5 at %; (2) depositing

time with 0.5 h, the film thickness is 1060 nm and the film

simultaneously has the lowest square resistance (89 Ω/%) and

the high average transmittance (85 %) in the visible light scope.
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